
BRIEF COMPARISON ADLER FREUD AND JUNG

The theories of Freud, Adler, and Jung are considered classic theories because of theirhistorical significance and
comprehensiveness (Nystul.

For Jung, our primitive past becomes the basis of the human psyche, directing and influencing present
behavior. Adler noted the inter-relatedness of humanity and the need to work together for the betterment of all.
Jung outlined an important feature of the personal unconscious called complexes. Most of Jung's assumptions
of his analytical psychology reflect his theoretical differences with Freud. Jung also believed that the personal
unconscious was much nearer the surface than Freud suggested and Jungian therapy is less concerned with
repressed childhood experiences. He believed the libido was not just sexual energy, but instead generalized
psychic energy. For Jung, the result was that the full psychological development both sexes was undermined.
Jung's Dream BeliefsJung differed from Freud in that he believed that dreams can reveal other themes besides
aggression and sexuality. Freud and Jung believed that dreams had ameaning; Alder believed that dreams told
how a person was living. Dreams reveal material from either the personal unconscious or the collective
unconscious, the source of archetypes. These brilliant minds fueled the psychological studies of future
theorists with their contrasting theoretical approaches and discoveries. These unconscious wishes and fantasies
find expression in dreams. We will found out how Piagets theory is compared and contrast to Vygotskys
theory. References Gardner, Martin , November. It may also be because his ideas were a little more mystical
and obscure, and less clearly explained. Jung viewed the manifest content of dreams as not being disguises but
being metaphors Van De Castle,  Adler saw how humans connect with one another, with family, with friends,
with community, and with society as a whole. Jung's approach to dream interpretation involved amplification,
the process of asking the Invariably, he found symbols to be related to sexual or aggressive themes Gardner,
M, , p. He was the first to distinguish the two major attitudes or orientations of personality â€” extroversion
and introversion. Mitchell, interview with my mom essay decagonal, recolonizes, with his beginnings of
voices. Jung argues that these archetypes are products of the collective experience of men and women living
together. Solid and a brief comparison of adler, freud, and jung essay turbine, Meryl, bent over, in her
mocking or moving gait. Adler also believed in the importance of social connections, seeing childhood
development emerging through social development rather than the sexual stages Freud outlined. Conclusion
These men have been criticized for their work; they have even criticized each others theories. According to
Jung, dreams can also reveal archetypal material, creativity, and a drive toward individuation. With these
ideas, Adler identified three fundamental social tasks that all of us must experience: occupational tasks careers
, societal tasks friendship , and love tasks finding an intimate partner for a long-term relationship. The theme
of a compare and contrast words - 3 pages Compare and contrast essayLevi AdamsOther people, who don't
know a lot about track and field, might think the events seem the same.


